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Abstract Acoustic communication is a key technol-
ogy to exchange information underwater, which is of
great significance to explore marine resources and to

marine defense. The underwater acoustic channel is a
time-space-frequency varying channel characterized by
serious multipath effect, limited frequency band, com-

plex environmental noises and significant doppler fre-
quency shift phenomenon, which makes underwater a-
coustic communication with low Bit Error Rate (BER)

to be a challenging task. A novel chaotic spread spec-
trum acoustic communication method with low BER is
proposed in this paper. A chaotic signal, generated by a
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hybrid dynamical system, is used as a spread spectrum
sequence at the transmitter end. At the receiver end,
a corresponding chaotic matched filter is used to offset

the effect of multipath propagation and noise. The pro-
posed method does not require the complicated equal-
ization and modulation-demodulation technologies that

are necessary for conventional acoustic communication.
Simulation results show that the proposed method has
good anti-interference ability and lower BER as com-

pared to other traditional methods.

Keywords Underwater acoustic communication ·
Hybrid dynamical system · Chaotic spread spectrum

communication · Matched filter · Bit error rate

1 Introduction

The ocean occupies two-thirds of the surface of the
earth, containing abundant energy and mineral resources.
With the increasingly prominent problems such as re-

source shortage, environment pollution monitoring, na-
tional security, defence, and so on, the development and
exploration of marine resources becomes the focus of

scientific and technological research. Acoustic commu-
nication is a key technology to exchange information
underwater [1], since acoustic signals, in contrast to op-

tic and radio signals, can propagate in water for long
range distances.

From the perspective of communication theory, the

ocean/sea and other aquatic environments acts as a
physical medium that transforms wave signals, i.e. it
defines a communication channel. For communication

systems based on acoustic signals, the channel bares
the name of underwater acoustic channel. It is a random
inhomogeneous medium with slow fading and time dif-

fuse. The underwater acoustic channel is characterized
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by large attenuation, low available bandwidth, mul-

tipath propagation, doppler effect and complex envi-
ronmental noises, serious interferences, among others,
which present a major challenge to the implementation

of a low BER underwater acoustic communication sys-
tem.

With the establishment of various kinds of commu-
nication networks, the spectrum domain is becoming
increasingly occupied and mutual communication in-

terference is becoming more severe. Spread spectrum
communication is one of the most used communication
protocols due to its ability to provide security and ro-

bustness to both noise and interference.

Because of its broadband spectrum, sensitive depen-

dence on initial conditions and a delta-function like
autocorrelation function, a chaotic signal is a natu-
ral choice for communication applications [2, 3]. Chaos

is combined with spread spectrum technology to form
the chaotic spread spectrum communication technolo-
gy. Conventional spread spectrum communication uses

pseudo-noise (PN) codes (such as M sequences, Gold
sequences, etc.) as spread spectrum codes. PN codes,
generally produced by linear feedback shift registers,

have fixed periodical structure, and large spikes can be
found in their cross-correlated functions in the case of
multipath environments. Due to its aperiodic proper-

ty, chaotic signals, used as spread spectrum sequences,
can improve performance as compared to the tradition-
al PN codes. Chaotic spread spectrum communication

is mainly divided into two categories: chaotic binary
value spread spectrum (CBSS) and chaotic real value
spread spectrum (CRSS).

CBSS research focus mainly on how to construct
chaotic spread spectrum sequences with good perfor-

mance (correlation, balance). In Ref. [4], an optimized
selection algorithm to improve the balance and corre-
lation performance of chaotic sequences was proposed

and it provided low BER in multi-users chaotic direc-
t sequence code division multiple access (DS-CDMA)
communication. References [5] and [6] proposed chaot-

ic spread-spectrum sequences produced by quantifying
the multiplication of two independent Tent chaotic se-
quences [7] or by multiplying two independent Tent-

maps after the L-bits quantification procedure. Using
the composite chaotic sequences guaranteed a lower BER
than using single chaotic sequence under the same signal-

to-noise ratio (SNR) level. In Refs. [8,9], pseudo chaotic
sequences were presented and showed that it outper-
formed the conventional PN sequences. Reference [10]

applied a new piecewise Logistic chaotic map [7] to im-
age spread spectrum communication. The BER is de-
creased as compared to the traditional Logistic chaotic

map and a modified Logistic map. In Ref. [11], a one

driving variable adaptive controller for synchronization

of a fractional order chaotic system was designed and
applied to general spread spectrum communication sys-
tem. Its circuit experimental results showed the effec-

tiveness of the proposed scheme. Reference [12] pro-
posed a second order Chebyshev map to improve the
balance property. Reference [13] generated spread spec-

trum sequence using three dimensional chaotic system
and applied the sequence into a direct sequence code
division multiple access (DS-CDMA) system to obtain

better performance as compared to the sequences gen-
erated by one dimensional chaotic systems. However, it
required perfect synchronization between the transmit-

ter and the receiver, something difficult to implement in
practice. In practical applications of CBSS, the chaotic
sequence might yield periodicity due to precision limita-

tion of the hardware. To deal with such problems, Ref-
erences [14–16] proposed some improved quantization
methods. In the traditional PN code spread spectrum
communication system, PN code synchronizing capture

techniques are used at the decoding stage. Such tech-
niques include parallel capture, phase sequence search-
ing, correlation capture and match filter method [17].

Correlation was also used to obtain synchronizing spread
spectrum code in order to decode information [18, 19].
Reference [20] presented code piece interleaving method

to improve code tracking performance in chaotic spread
spectrum system. Chaotic spread spectrum technology
is also applied in Code Division Multiple Access (CD-

MA) [13,21], Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplex-
ing (OFDM) [22], Ultra Wideband (UWB) [23] com-
munication system. Most of the aforementioned meth-

ods are dedicated to free space wireless communication
channel. When chaotic spread spectrum communication
methods are used in underwater acoustic channels, the

equalization techniques have to be used to deal with
serious distortion caused by the underwater acoustic
channel [24], as done for other air-based wireless com-

munication [25–27].

Chaotic Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum (CD3S)

communication method, as a kind of CRSS, was pro-
posed by U. Parlitz [28] and C. D. McGillem [29], in-
dependently, in 1994. The idea of CD3S was to imple-

ment chaotic spread spectrum sequence synchroniza-
tion as well as to decode the information by filtering
techniques, such as Extended Kalman Filter (EKF),

Unscented Kalman Filter (UKF) and Particle Filter
(PF). Reference [30] proposed two decoding methods
for using CD3S in underwater acoustic channel. One of

them used Exact Spreading Sequence copy, the other
used Dual UKF (DUKF) [31] to estimate the spread-
ing spectrum sequence and the delivered information

symbol. The first method relied on the exact repli-
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ca of the spread spectrum sequence, which increased

the complexity in practical implementation. The second
method had a slightly higher BER because no equalizer
had been used. Reference [32] also proposed two decod-

ing methods for CD3S used in acoustic channel. One
was similar to the conventional matched filter structure,
which consisted of a Delay Lock Loop for code tracking

and a Costas Loop for carrier tracking, as usually used
in standard Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum (DS/SS)
system. The other method used DUKF to estimate the

chaotic spread spectrum code, the data symbol, and
the carrier phase, simultaneously. The sea trial showed
that the first method could get good performance un-

der time-invariant channel, while the second method
was fit for complex time variant channel. In [33], a car-
rier recovery block (e.g., Costas Phase Locked Loop)

was used to compensate carrier phase deviation and
the DUKF was used to estimate the chaotic spreading
code together with the data. Compared with the DUK-
F in [32] on the time variant Additive White Gaussian

Noise(AWGN) channel and the time-invariant AWGN
channel, the method in [33] had better performance and
lower BER. The multipath propagation was not explic-

itly taken into account in [30–33]. In [34], the multipath
effect was considered at the Bay of Brest (France), and
the sea trial showed that the performance of DUKF

degraded in the multipath environment.

A growing interest in attacking chaotic spread spec-
trum communication has emerged. References [35–38]
presented several methods for attacking CD3S commu-

nication systems. Reference [35] proposed a single Un-
scented Kalman Filter (UKF) filtering method to recov-
er the binary information and the chaotic spread code

in AWGN channel without any knowledge of the chaot-
ic transmitter. Reference [36] used Interacting Multiple
Model-Unscented Kalman Filter (IMM-UKF) to esti-

mate spread spectrum code and binary information in
multipath fading and noisy channel, which yields lower
BER as compared to the method in [35]. Reference [37]

proposed blind equalization and UKF to estimate bi-
nary information and chaotic spread code in channel
with multipath propagation and white noise. Reference

[38] used particle filter (PF) to demodulate CD3S sig-
nal in the channel with colored or non-gaussian noise;
compared with resilient back propagation neural net-

work algorithm and UKF-based algorithm, PF had low-
er BER for decoding.

In this paper, based on the fundamental idea in
[25], a novel chaotic direct sequence spread spectrum

communication for underwater environment is present-
ed and the detailed analysis is given to evaluate the
performance of the proposed method. The proposed

method has the merits of the CBSS and the CRSS.

The chaotic spreading sequences, generated by the hy-

brid dynamical system, are continuous signals contain-
ing random-like PN discrete codes. The information bit-
s multiply the chaotic sequence without quantization,

which avoids the periodicity of the chaotic spreading
code induced by quantization [14–16]. Compared with
the methods in [30–34], the base frequency of the pro-

posed chaotic spreading code can be conveniently set by
changing a parameter in order to adapt to the channel
bandwidth. It needs neither to use spectrum shift tech-

nology nor frequency modulation, which simplifies the
structure of the communication system. By adding syn-
chronous frames into the spreading spectrum signals,

the proposed method can demodulate the information
without an accurate synchronization between transmit-
ter and receiver and/or code synchronous acquisition,

which further reduces the complexity, thus facilitating
the implementation. If the authorized receiver knows
the rules of adding synchronous frames, it can decode
information trivially. In addition, a matched filter is

used at the receiver end to reduce the effect of interfer-
ence and noise. As a result, the proposed method can
communicate at low BER in low SNR (signal noise ra-

tio) environment. The comparison results in Sec. 5 show
the good performance of the proposed method.

2 Underwater acoustic channel model

The geometric model [39] of the underwater acoustic
channel is shown in Fig. 1. Assume that R is the dis-

tance between transmitter and receiver, d1 is the depth
of the transmitter, d2 is the depth of the receiver, h is
the height of the water column.

We assume that the parameter s is the number of

reflections with the surface, and b is the number of re-
flections with the bottom. Assume that D0 is the dis-
tance of the direct eigenray, Dsb (0 ≤ s− b ≤ 1) is the

distance of the eigenray reflected by the surface only,
and Dbs (0 ≤ b− s ≤ 1) is the distance of the eigenray
reflected by the bottom. We have

D0 =

√
R2 + (d1 − d2)

2
(1)

Dsb =

√
R2 + [2bh+ d1 − (−1)

s−b
d2]

2
(2)

Dbs =

√
R2 + [2bh− d1 + (−1)

b−s
d2]

2
(3)

The transmission loss due to spherical spreading a-

long the eigenray propagation can be written as LSS(D).
When sound propagates in the sea, part of the acoustic
energy is continuously transformed into heat, denoted

as LA(D). The loss caused by the interaction with the
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Fig. 1 Geometric model of the warm shallow water acoustic (WSWA) channel.

surface and the loss caused by the interaction with the
bottom are denoted as LS , LB(θ), respectively.

LSS(D) =

√
1

D2
=

1

D
(4)

and

LA(D) = exp[−0.998D(
SAfT f

2

f2
T + f2

+
Bf2

fT
)], (5)

where A = 0.00000234, B = 0.00000338, S is the salin-
ity and T (Celsius) is the temperature of the seawater,
f is the frequency of the transmitted signal, and fT is

the relaxation frequency.

fT = 2.19× 106−
1520

T+273 , (6)

LS = −1, (7)

LB(θ) =

∣∣∣∣∣m cos θ −
√
n2 − sin2θ

m cos θ +
√
n2 − sin2θ

∣∣∣∣∣ , (8)

where

m =
ρ1
ρ
, n =

c

c1
. (9)

The parameters ρ, ρ1 are the density of seawater and
seabed, respectively. The parameters c, c1 are the sound
speed in seawater and seabed, respectively. Let angle θsb
correspond to an eigenray Dsb and angle θbs correspond
to an eigenray Dbs. Then, we have

θsb = tan−1(
R

2bh+ d1 − (−1)
s−b

d2
) (10)

and

θbs = tan−1(
R

2bh− d1 + (−1)
b−s

d2
). (11)

We consider the arrival time-lag of multipath eigen-
rays. Let τ1 be the arrival time-lag of eigenray Dsb, and
τ2 be the arrival time-lag of eigenray Dbs. We have

τ1 = Dsb−D0

c

= 2
Rc

[
b2h2 + bhd1 − (−1)

s−b
bhd2 + (s− b) d1d2

]
,

τ2 = Dbs−D0

c

≈ 2
Rc

[
b2h2 − bhd1 + (−1)

b−s
bhd2 + (b− s) d1d2

]
.

(12)

As seen from Eq. (12), the time delay of the eigenray
depends on the horizental distance between the trans-

mitter and the receiver,R, the sound speed, c, the depth
of the transmitter, d1, and the depth of the receiver, d2,
all this dependent variables are time variant. To consid-

er all time-variant factors, the time delay changes are
expressed by

J1 = ∂τ1
∂R∆R+ ∂τ1

∂c ∆c+ ∂τ1
∂d1

∆d1 +
∂τ1
∂d2

∆d2,

J2 = ∂τ2
∂R∆R+ ∂τ1

∂c ∆c+ ∂τ2
∂d1

∆d1 +
∂τ2
∂d2

∆d2.
(13)

where ∆R is equivalent distance variation, we assume
R ≫ d1, R ≫ d2, and R ≫ h, then the derivative with
respect to R is close to 0. ∆d1 and ∆d2 are the depth

variations of the transmitter and the receiver, respec-
tively. ∆c is the sound speed variation. The point to
be noticed here is that the effect of variant c is small.

These variations are treated together as Gaussian ran-
dom variables with different variances [39]:

σ2
sb =

4σ2
d

R2c2 [2b
2h2 + (s− b)(d21 + d22 + 2bhd1 + 2bhd2)],

σ2
bs =

4σ2
d

R2c2 [2b
2h2 + (b− s)(d21 + d22 − 2bhd1 − 2bhd2)],

(14)

where σd is the Root-Mean-Square (RMS) equivalent
relative movement from the transducer to the receiver.

The valuesAj(t) (j=1,2,3, the number of eigenrays),

representing the time-varying feature of the amplitude
changes of each eigenray, are modeled as independent
Rayleigh processes. The noise in the model is considered

as Gaussian white noise for simplicity, which is denoted
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as n(t). Assume that the transmitting signal is x(t) and

the receiving signal is y(t). Therefore, the mathematical
model of the underwater acoustic channel can finally be
given as

y (t) = α1x (t) +
N−1∑
j=1

αjx (t− (τj + Jj (t))) + n (t). (15)

where α1 = A1(t)LSS(D0)LA(D0), αj = Aj(t)LSS(DM )
LA(DM )(LS)

s(LB(θM ))b, and N = 6 is the number of
multiple paths, M = sb (0 ≤ s− b ≤ 1) or bs (0 ≤ b -

s ≤ 1). The parameters of the acoustic channel used in
this paper are listed in TABLE 1.

The characteristics of the underwater acoustic chan-
nel require that the communication system to resist

multipath propagation, time-varying characteristics, lim-
ited frequency band, complex ambient noises, interfer-
ence and significant Doppler frequency shift phenomenon

as compared to the free space wireless communication
counterpart.

3 Spread spectrum communication method

using chaos generated by hybrid system

3.1 The hybrid dynamical system

We consider the hybrid dynamical system, comprised of
a continuous state u(t) ∈ R and a discrete state si ∈ {±1}
[40], given by

ü− 2βu̇+ (ω2 + β2)(u− s) = 0. (16)

The discrete dynamics is defined by the guard con-

dition. s only switches at time u̇ = 0 and remains un-
changed in the rest of the time,

s = sgn(u(t)) =

{
1, u(t) ≥ 0
−1, u(t) < 0

(17)

Here ω = 2πf, β = f ln 2, and integer f is the base fre-
quency of the signal. f is used to adjust the signal band-

width to fit the communication channel; For a fixed f ,
parameter β determines the Lyapunov exponent of the
system. For the system to have more complex trajec-

tory, β should approach f ln 2. Switching period of the
discrete state s is denoted as Tc =

2π
ω = 1

f . The chaot-
ic signal waveform of the hybrid dynamical system for

f = 1Hz are shown in Fig. 2(a), and we know that the
largest Lyapunov exponent of the hybrid system, cal-
culated from time series, is positive: 0.695. Figure 2(b)

shows the autocorrelation of the state variable of the
hybrid system for f = 45kHz. It indicates that the hy-
brid system has a pulse type autocorrelation function.

As can be seen from Fig. 2, the signal, generated by the
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Fig. 2 The simulations of the hybrid dynamical system. (a)
Time domain chaotic waveform generated by the hybrid dy-
namical system. (b) Auto-correlation function of the signal of
the hybrid dynamical system (f = 45kHz).

hybrid dynamical system, is chaotic. The binary repre-
sentation of s is si, where i = 1, 2, ..., l, and l is the
number of times that s has changed its sign.

3.2 The matched filter corresponding to the chaotic
signal generated by the hybrid system

The matched filter [40] corresponding to the hybrid sys-
tem (16) that can functionally filter out noise is given

by{
ü4(t) + 2βu̇4(t) + (ω2 + β2)(u4(t)− η(t)) = 0

η̇(t) = u3(t+ Tc)− u3(t)
(18)

where u3(t) = y(t) is the received signal after being
transmitted through the underwater acoustic channel,
representing the filter input, and u4(t) is the filter out-

put. The definition of ω and β are the same as that
in Eq. (16). In this work, we show that this filter can
also successfully resolve the interference caused by the

multipath propagation.
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Table 1 Parameters in WSWA channel

parameter name parameter value parameter name parameter value

sea depth h 100m seabed sound speed c1 1650m/s

temperature of seawater T 20◦C seawater density ρ 1023kg/m3

transmitter depth d1 30m seabed density ρ1 1500kg/m3

receiver depth d2 50m seawater salinity S 35ppt

propagation distance R 1200m transducer RMS movement σd 0.25m

seawater sound speed c 1539m/s number of multiple paths 6

1 surface/bottom reflections s b 2 1 4 surface/bottom reflections s b 4 5

2 surface/bottom reflections s b 3 2 5 surface/bottom reflections s b 2 3

3 surface/bottom reflections s b 4 3

Fig. 3 Chaotic spread spectrum communication system block diagram.

3.3 The proposed chaotic spread spectrum
communication method

The block diagram of the proposed communication method

is shown in Fig. 3. The spread spectrum signal u1 is
obtained by multiplying the chaotic spread spectrum
sequence u, produced by the hybrid system, and the

rectangular waveform u0 corresponding to transmitted
bits, Bn = {b1, b2, ..., bn} (bn is the nth binary infor-
mation). Then, the synchronous frame is incorporated

into u1 to finalize the transmitted signal u2. The syn-
chronous frame is used to facilitate the decoding of the
binary information at the receiver end, and this oper-

ation replaces the conventional PN code (spread spec-
trum sequence) synchronizing capture technique in or-
der to simplify the communication system structure and

to relieve the complexity of the algorithm. The received
signal after the acoustic channel transmission, u3(t), is
fed into the match filter. The filter output, u4(t), is used

to detect the symbol at the predefined time. Finally, the
synchronous symbol is used to decode the received bi-
nary information Bn

′. A more detailed description of

this protocol will be given as follows.

Assume that Rbbit/s, corresponding to code period
Tb, represents the information transmission rate, and
Rcbit/s represents the symbol generating rate of the

hybrid system. Therefore, the spreading gain is denot-
ed as L = Rc

Rb
= 1/Tc

1/Tb
= Tb

Tc
. This means that the spec-

trum of the transmitted signal is enhanced by L times

as compared to the original signal spectrum. Figure 4
illustrates our proposed chaotic spread spectrum com-
munication method for the parameter f = 8Hz in the

hybrid system. Figure 4(a) shows the rectangular wave-
form u0 corresponding to two binary bits B2 = {1,−1}
to be transmitted, where Tb = 0.5s. The carrier wave-

form (or spread spectrum sequence) generated by the
hybrid system is shown by the solid line in Fig. 4(b),
where L = Tb

Tc
= 4 is the spread spectrum gain. The car-

rier waveform, multiplied by u0 in Fig. 4(a), forms the
spread spectrum signal as shown by the solid line in Fig.
4(c). As shown in Figs. 4 (b) and (c), the continuous
chaotic signal is used as a spread sequence; the continu-

ous signal embodies the discrete symbols, given by the
hybrid system, which are shown by the dotted lines in
Figs. 4(b) and (c). The point to be noticed here is that

the chaotic spread spectrum strategy has features of
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Fig. 4 Chaotic spread spectrum communication principle. (a) Signal to be transmitted. (b) Chaotic spread spectrum sequence.
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(f) Filter output signal.
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both CRSS and CBSS. The spread spectrum signal, u1,

is incorporated with the synchronous frame, which is a
part of u. The synchronous frame could be selected as
any segment of u corresponding to one discrete symbol

si, within the time interval corresponding to a binary
information bit (T1 and T2 in Fig. 4(b)). The synchro-
nization frame, for example, the u(t) signal for the time

interval TT1, can be inserted to the spread signal u1 at
the beginning of the period of the binary information
signal as shown by Fig. 5. As an illustration, the seg-

ment corresponding to the third discrete symbol of the
hybrid system (s3 and s7 in this example) are selected
as the synchronous frames, as indicated by the periods

TT1 and TT2 in Fig. 4(b), and they are inserted be-
fore the spread spectrum signal corresponding to every
binary information, as shown in Fig. 4(d). We can see

from Fig. 4(d) that symbol sequence s′′ consists of syn-
chronous frame symbol, s, and the spread spectrum sig-
nal symbol, s′, i.e., s′′ = [s3, s

′
1, s

′
2, s

′
3, s

′
4, s7, s

′
5, s

′
6, s

′
7, s

′
8].

It means that if the symbol in the synchronous frame

is the same as the corresponding symbol bit in spread
spectrum sequence, for example, s3 = s′3, then the
transmitted information is 1, else, for another exam-

ple, s7 ̸= s′7, the transmitted information is −1. The
synchronous frame selection rule is flexible for each bit,
provided that the receiver knows the rule, which helps

to increase the security of the communication. By in-
corporating the synchronous frame to u1, we get the
signal to be transmitted, denoted as u2. After u2 is

transmitted through the underwater acoustic channel
(whose parameters are given in Table 1), the received
signal, u3, is shown as the solid line in Fig. 4(e). In Fig.

4(e), the received signal is magnified 50 times for easy
comparison, and the signal to be transmitted is given
as the dashed line for comparison purpose. The tremen-

dous distortion to the transmitted signal made by the
channel can be seen from Fig. 4(e). The received signal
is fed into the match filter, and the output of the filter

is denoted as u4 shown in Fig. 4(f). The information
symbols carried in u4 can be detected by

σn = sign(u4(nTc −∆t)), (19)

where ∆t is the detection time delay. Here, ∆t is set,
say, at a fifteen percent of Tc, t1 = Tc −∆t = 0.1063s,

t4 = 4Tc −∆t = 0.4813s, the detection points on u4 are
marked with pentagrams in Fig. 4(f). We can see that
σ1 = −1, σ4 = −1, σ6 = −1, σ9 = 1, respectively. By sim-

ple multiplication operation, we have b1
′ = σ1 ∗ σ4 = 1

and b2
′ = σ6 ∗ σ9 = −1, and corresponding to rectangu-

lar waveform u5 which is the same as u0 given by Fig.

4(a). To this end, the transmitted binary information
is decoded correctly.

In the following sections, we will analyze the perfor-

mance of the proposed method.

Fig. 5 Form of transmitted signal.

4 Spectrum analysis of the proposed method

In this section, we analyze the signal spectrum of the

proposed communication scheme. Assume that the in-
formation transmission bit rateRb = 100bit/s, the trans-
mitter parameter f = 10kHz, then Tc = 0.1ms, symbol

generation rate of the hybrid system Rc = 10kbit/s,
and thus, spectrum spreading gain L = 100. The fre-
quency spectrum of the original signal is given in Fig.

6(a); it can be calculated that the bandwidth of the
signal is approximately 180Hz. The frequency spec-
trum of the transmitted signal, after the spread spec-

trum operation using the proposed method, is shown
in Fig. 6(b). It can be calculated that the bandwidth
of the transmitted signal is approximately 18.4kHz,

which is close to the theoretical value being equal to
180Hz × 100 = 18kHz.

The received signal spectrum with signal to noise

ratio equal to -10dB is given in Fig. 6(c). It can be seen
from Fig. 6(c) that the signal spectrum is almost inun-
dated by the noise spectrum. This received signal is fed

into the matched filter, and the filtered signal spectrum
is given in Fig. 6(d). It can be seen from Fig. 6(d) that
the frequency spectrum of the filtered signal is simi-

lar to that of the transmitted one. It can be calculated
that the filtered signal bandwidth is about 17.6kHz.
It is close to the bandwidth of the signal after spread

spectrum.

5 Performance analysis of the proposed
method

5.1 Performance analysis in the AWGN channel

The proposed method is more robust to noise in the

AWGN channel compared with conventional spread spec-
trum communication, due to the usage of the corre-
sponding match filter at the receiver end. Figure 7(a)

shows the BER curves of our proposed communication
system and the method in Ref. [24], which generate the
spread spectrum sequence by general logistic map SSS1

in Ref. [30], improved logistic mapping SSS2 in [9], the
complex spread spectrum code SSS3 in Ref. [5], the
piecewise logistic map SSS4 in Ref. [10], and use the

conventional PN codes, respectively. In Fig.7(a), the
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Fig. 6 The spectrum analysis of chaotic spread spectrum communication method. (a) Spectrum of transmitted binary infor-
mation. (b) Spectrum of transmitted chaotic spread spectrum signal. (c) Spectrum of received signal. (d) Spectrum of filter
output signal.

BER performances are evaluated by 5000 Monte-Carlo
simulations with spreading gain L = 10, f = 10kHz,
and we find that the proposed method yields a very low

BER even though the received signal is submerged in
noise when SNR is low.

5.2 Performance analysis in the Rayleigh Fading

channel.

In this subsection, we consider a Rayleigh fading chan-

nel to test the BER performances of the proposed method
and the conventional spread spectrum communication.
The channel model based on a direct ray with Rice dis-

tribution and two reflected rays with Rayleigh fading,
whose time delays are 6e-6s and 11e-6s, and the fading
gains are -3dB and -6dB. We obtained the BER versus

SNR with spreading gain L = 10, f = 10kHz as shown
in Fig. 7(b), and we find that the conventional methods
have higher BERs in the Rayleigh Fading channel. Our

proposed method still gets better reliability compared

to the conventional PN methods and the conventional
chaotic spread spectrum method using different chaotic
maps.

5.3 Ability to resist to jamming signal in the

underwater acoustic channel

To test the ability to resist to single frequency interfer-
ence (jamming) signal in the acoustic channel in Table

1, we consider the fixed amplitude and frequency of
a sinusoidal interference. Here the chaotic signal base
frequency is f = 10kHz, SNR=-5dB, the amplitude of

sinusoidal signal is A = 3, and the frequency of interfer-
ence is 10kHz. The sinusoidal interference is added to
the transmitted signal u2. The transmitted signal, u2,

the jamming signal, and the received signal with inter-
ference, u3, are given by the dotted line, the dot dash
line and the solid line in Fig. 8(a), respectively. The fil-

ter output and the transmitted signal are given by the
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Fig. 7 (a) BER performances of the chaotic spread spectrum system in the AWGN channel. (b) BER performances of the
chaotic spread spectrum system in the Rayleigh Fading channel.
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Fig. 8 The ability to resist to single frequency interference for the proposed chaotic spread spectrum communication method.
(a) Comparison of transmitted, jamming and received waveform. (b) Comparison of filter output and transmitted waveform.
(c) BER of sinusoidal disturbance signal with different amplitudes. (d) BER of sinusoidal disturbance signal with different
frequencies.
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Fig. 9 BER of the proposed method with different relative
speeds between the transmitter and the receiver.

solid line and the dotted line in Fig. 8(b), respective-
ly. From Fig. 8(b), we learn that the filter output can
approximately reveal the transmitted signal due to the

special match filter. The investigation about the effect-
s of the amplitude and the frequency of the sinusoidal
interference signal versus SNR yields the results shown

in Figs. 8(c) and (d), respectively. Figure 8(c) shows
the BER variation versus the SNR with different inter-
ference amplitudes, where the frequency of the hybrid

system and interference signal is fixed at 10kHz, re-
spectively. From Fig. 8(c), we see that BER increases
with the increasing of the interference amplitude. Fig-

ure 8(d) shows the BER variation versus SNR with dif-
ferent interference frequencies, ff, where the amplitude
of the interference is fixed at 1. From Fig. 8(d), we ob-

tain that the BER increases with the decreasing of the
interference frequency when the interference frequency
is lower than the base frequency of the the hybrid sys-

tem. When the frequency of the interference is larger
than the base frequency, the BER curves are about the
same. This means that, when the interference frequen-

cy is larger than the base frequency, it does not affect
the BER in general.

5.4 Doppler effect analysis

In the acoustic channel, the Doppler effect is mainly
caused by the relative motion between the transmitter
and the receiver. Due to the low acoustic speed, the

Doppler effect in the acoustic communication is more
serious, as compared to its air-based counterpart. In
this subsection, we investigate the Doppler effect on

our proposed communication scheme.

In the frequency domain, Doppler effect makes the

frequency to change according to the relative velocity.
The frequency shift can be given as

fd =
v

c
f cos θ, (20)

where v(m/s) represents the relative velocity between

the transmitter and receiver, c represents sound speed
in the underwater channel, f represents the frequency
of the signal transmitted in the underwater communi-

cation channel, and θ represents the angle between the
relative velocity direction and the sound propagation
direction. The Doppler effect makes the frequency of

the signal to increase, f ′ = f + fd, if the transmitter
and the receiver approach each other, or the frequency
of the signal decreases, f ′ = f − fd, if the transmitter

and the receiver move apart.

In our proposed communication scheme, the Doppler
effect makes the period Tc to change, e.g., Tc becomes
smaller as Tc =

1
f+fd

, if the transmitter and the re-

ceiver approach each other [different ships or under-
water vehicles have different speeds]. Here, we assume
that the largest relative velocity is 60 knots. Theoret-

ically, the higher is the base frequency of the chaotic
system, the worse is the frequency shift caused by the
Doppler effect. We consider the base frequency of the

chaotic system to be 50kHz, which is a very high value
for underwater communication in view of the limited
bandwidth of the channel. In this relatively worse case

scenario, Tc = 20 microsecond (us), fd ≈ 1.0029kHz,
Tc

′ = 1
f+fd

= 19.6067us. We can see that the period
variation caused by Doppler effect δt = 0.3933us is on-

ly 1.967 percent of Tc. The simulation results for dif-
ferent relative speeds are shown in Fig. 9. We can see,
from Fig. 9, that the BER of the proposed communi-
cation method has no significant increase with the in-

creasing of the relative speed. This indicates that the
proposed communication method has good Doppler fre-
quency shift resistance performance. As we know, in

the conventional sinusoidal carrier waveform communi-
cation system, the Doppler frequency shift causes the
central frequency of the carrier wave to vary. This vari-

ation has to be compensated by using complex algo-
rithms in conventional communication systems in or-
der to decrease BER. As compared to those methods,

the proposed communication scheme has better perfor-
mance in resisting against Doppler frequency shift.

5.5 Decoding the received signal using filter technique

As it has been described in the Introduction, in the con-
ventional CD3S communication scheme, the received

signal is decoded using a filter technique, without the
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need to know the structure of the transmitter, which is

a security weak point of CD3S communication system.
Our proposed method avoids this weak point, we will
describe our testing in this subsection.

In the proposed communication system, the signal
transmitted in the communication channel is chaotic,
which has noise-like spectrum and low detectability.

The key point of the security of the proposed method
lies in the synchronization frame selection rule (includ-
ing the information of position and length), which is

flexible for each bit. Though the eavesdropper can re-
cover the dynamical structure, it will not help to re-
cover the whole waveform. Even if the eavesdropper

would know the waveform, if the eavesdropper would
not know the rule of the synchronous frame selection,
it cannot help for information decoding, where we as-

sume the selection rule of the synchronous frame to be
a random choice, i.e., at each frame, one chooses a dif-
ferent interval for the synchronization frame. From this

viewpoint, it is secure to use more bits of the digital
signal to transfer one information bit.

Recent work in Ref. [35]has proposed a method to
estimate the transmitted binary information through

the received signal at the receiver end. To test the ef-
fectiveness of this filter-based decoding method against
our proposed method, the matched filter output, u4, is

used as the observation signal for the state space es-
timation model in Ref. [35]. The initial value of the
binary information bit is d(0) = 0 for the method in

Ref. [35], and the initial value of hybrid chaotic sys-
tem is u(0) = 0.36. The simulation results are given in
Fig. 10. The dotted line in Fig. 10(a) gives the actu-

al chaotic spread spectrum sequence, while, the solid
line in Fig. 10(a) gives the estimated sequence using
the model given by the method in [35]. It can be seen

from Fig. 10(a) that the estimation using the method
in Ref. [35] is quite different from the actual one. Figure
10(b) gives the estimated binary information using the

method in Ref. [35] and the actual transmitted infor-
mation. We conclude from the results in Fig. 10 that
half of the estimated information is wrong. Therefore,

the method in Ref. [35] can not decode our proposed
communication scheme. The other existing methods to
break the CD3S system in Refs. [36–38] are based on

the model in Ref. [35]; therefore, they are unable to de-
code the information of our proposed scheme from the
received signal as well.

5.6 Performances comparison with other chaotic

spread spectrum communication methods

In the following, the traditional chaotic binary spread

spectrum communication method in Ref. [24, 41], the
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Fig. 10 (a) Comparison of waveforms of estimated and actu-
al chaotic spread spectrum sequences. (b) Recovered informa-
tion using method in [35] and actual transmitted information.

chaotic real value spread spectrum communication method
in Ref. [30], and the proposed chaotic spread spectrum

communication method in this paper are compared us-
ing the same acoustic channel parameters given by Ta-
ble 1. The communication system configuration and

the information transmission rate for the method in
Ref. [24], the method in Ref. [30], and the proposed
method are given in Table 2. The parameters in Re-

f. [24] are given as follows: the duration of the probe
signal is 0.02 millisecond, the time interval between
the probe signal and the transmitted information is 50

millisecond, the duration of the transmitted informa-
tion is 1.02 second and the time interval between the
transmitted information and the next probe signal is

150 millisecond. From Table 2, we can see that, due to
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Table 2 Comparison of different chaotic spread spectrum systems

method method in [24] method in [30] proposed method

modulation BPSK complex modulation None

carrier frequency 50kHz 50kHz 50kHz (base frequency)

equalization PTRM None None

despreading method known spread sequence UKF estimation synchronous frame

symbol transmission rate 41.802kbit/s 50kbit/s

information transmission rate 836.050bit/s 1000bit/s 980.39bit/s

adopting Passive Time Reversal Mirror (PTRM) equal-
ization and the requirement to send the probe signal,
the transmission rate for the method in Ref. [24] is low.

But the bit transmission rate of the three methods are
comparable.

In the following, we check the BER of the three

methods. We obtain BER curves versus the SNR for
the method in Ref. [24] by using different spread spec-
trum codes, for the method in Ref. [30], and for our

proposed method, respectively. Figure 11(a) shows the
BER versus SNR for all these different methods using
the same communication channel configuration. From

Fig. 11(a), we learn that the BER of the method in Re-
f. [30] is highest and the BER of the proposed method
is lowest.

5.7 Comparison with differential chaos shift keying

(DCSK)

DCSK is a method to send a piece of the chaotic sig-

nal as a reference signal and then the corresponding
piece of the chaotic signal modulated with information.
The reference signal has a similar function as the syn-

chronization frame in our proposed method. But these
two methods are different in the following points: First-
ly, the reference signal of DCSK has the same dura-

tion as the information bearing signal. But in our pro-
posed method, only a smaller portion of duration of
spread spectrum signal is used as the synchronization

frame. This point has an important effect on the bit
transmission rate and the bandwidth utilization rate,
the bit transmission rate of our proposed method is

Rp = f
L+1 , where f is the base frequency of the hy-

brid system and L is the spread spectrum gain. While
the bit transmission rate of the DCSK is RD = fs

2L ,

where fs is the sampling frequency in the traditional
DCSK communication system. Assume a communica-
tion channel bandwidth to be B(Hz). Then, the band-

width utilization rates of our proposed method and D-
CSK are f

(L+1)B and fs
2BL , respectively. Secondly, our
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Fig. 11 (a) BER of different chaotic spread spectrum sys-
tems in the same acoustic channel. (b) BER of DCSK and
the proposed method in the acoustic channel.

proposed method uses a special chaotic signal and it-

s corresponding match filter to decrease the effect of
noise and interference, which helps to get better perfor-
mance in the complicated communication channel, such

as under water acoustic channel. To show this point,
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the BER comparison with DCSK using logistic map,

DCSK using rossler chaotic signal, an improved differ-
ential chaos-shift keying (I-DCSK) system [42][43], and
the proposed method are given in Fig. 11(b). In Fig.

11(b), L = 63, f = fs = 30kHz, the bit transmission
rate and bandwidth utilization rate in this case are giv-
en in Table 3. We can see the proposed method has

lower BER. From Table 3 and Fig. 11(b), we see that
our proposed method is superior to the DCSK and the
I-DCSK in the underwater communication channel.

A point to be noticed here is that we also use other
acoustic channel parameters to test the result in Sub-
sections 5.6 and 5.7, and get similar results, which are

not described here for the limited length of the paper.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, a novel chaotic direct sequence spread
spectrum system for underwater acoustic communica-
tion is proposed, which is considerably different from

the conventional PN spread spectrummethods, the chaot-
ic real value spread spectrum methods and DCSK. It
has the following features:

(1) The proposed method uses the real-value chaot-
ic signal as a spread spectrum sequence. Therefore, it is

similar to that of the CRSS(CD3S) methods, however,
the continuous chaotic signal generated by the hybrid
system includes the discrete state like PN code in con-

ventional CBSS method. This method does not need the
channel modulation and demodulation, which are nec-
essary for the CRSS method in Ref. [30]. Therefore, it

simplifies the communication system configuration. In
addition, this method does not need to perform quan-
tization, as needed by the CBSS method in Ref. [24],

which avoids the periodicity of the spread spectrum se-
quence caused by the quantization.

(2) From Ref. [2], we know that the underwater

channel distorts the chaotic signal, but the signal re-
mains preserved with all its important topological struc-
ture, and the proposed method uses the match filter to

decrease the effect of noise and inter-symbol interfer-
ence caused by multipath propagation. The match fil-
ter replaces the conventional channel equalization tech-

niques with a simpler system configuration. This helps
to get a low BER.

(3) The proposed method uses a synchronous frame
for ease demodulation, and it is very simple as com-
pared to the conventional CBSS, which needs to know

the precise original spread spectrum sequence at the
receiver end or the exact synchronization between the
transmitter and the receiver, as that in Ref. [24]. As

compared to the method in Ref. [30], the proposed

method does not use filter algorithm to estimate the

information and spread spectrum sequence, hence, the
performance is independent of noise properties. The
synchronization frame is much shorter as compared to

the reference signal of the conventional DCSK, which
helps to get higher bit transmission rate and bandwidth
utilization rate.

(4) The proposed method has comparable bit trans-
mission rate to the conventional CBSS or CRSS, as can
be seen from Table 2.

(5) Other merits of the proposed method include
anti-jamming, resistance to Doppler effect, environmen-
tal amity in the sense of not disturbing the whale’s nav-

igation by using noise like chaotic signal.
The proposed method shows a great potential for

under water communication applications. The future

work is to test the proposed method in a lake or sea
trial.
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